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Introduction

This document describes how to create the Unix/Linux Tesmcmd.bat process on a Windows master.

Prerequisites

Requirements

Cisco recommends that you have knowledge of Windows Tidal Enterprise Master 5.3.1.X. Access to create
files in the master installation directory.

Components Used

The information in this document is based on the Windows Tidal Enterprise Master 5.3.1.X.

The information in this document was created from the devices in a specific lab environment. All of the
devices used in this document started with a cleared (default) configuration. If your network is live, make sure
that you understand the potential impact of any command.

Conventions

Refer to Cisco Technical Tips Conventions for more information on document conventions.

Problem

Out of the box the Tidal command line utility, Tesmcmd is only available on Unix/Linux masters. Some
command line functions are only available with the Tesmcmd command.

Solution

Complete these steps in order to create the Tesmcmd.bat on a Windows master.

Open a text editor on the machine where the Tidal master runs.1. 



Add this code to the file:

@echo off 
cd "C:\TIDAL\Scheduler\master" 

!−−− Change this to your master location.

set classpath=./lib/Scheduler.jar;./lib/sqljdbc.jar;./lib/ojdbc14.jar
java −DTIDAL_HOME="C:\TIDAL\Scheduler\master"
com.tidalsoft.scheduler.script.console.CommandConsole %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9 

!−−− Change C:\Program Files\TIDAL\Scheduler\master to your master location.

The file should look similar to this screen shot with your directory location:

2. 

Save the file to the master directory location as Tescmd.bat.3. 
You should be able to run the Tesmcmd.bat file from the master directory with the same parameters
used in the Unix Tesmcmd file.

4. 

Related Information
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